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A welcome departure from the prevailing methods of hunting-dog training, this guide explores more

humane, spiritual, and effective Labrador retriever training techniques. Hunters are led from the

beginningâ€”selecting a puppy for athleticism, â€œbirdyness,â€• conformation, intelligence, and

personalityâ€”to understanding factors such as habitat, terrain, scenting conditions, and bird

behavior. The end result is a happy, powerful, poised, and enthusiastic gun dog that can handle any

challenge, including quail, grouse, doves, geese, ducks, and even wild turkeys.
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Mike shows the most precise ways of proper obedience and retrieve training. His training

techniques are certainly useful and make more sense than most trainers techniques. However, I

believe that Mike starts his pups with obedience training way to late. I attempted Mike's "late"

obedience training and found that my dog was already going through the "I'm the boss" stage.Water

Dog, by Richard Wolters shows how and why obedience should be started at 7 weeks old. A dog

goes through many stages during growth just like a human (example: the terrible two's). Wolters

shows exactly how to overcome these stages by starting the training early and immediately.Mike,

you can't take a dog hunting if you're not the boss. Dogs are naturally very competative. This comes

from years of ancestery of living in packs. Try to show an untrained 6 month old dog who is boss.

Your obedience training must be quite frustrating.Even though Mike Gould's book is mostly for

upland training and Richard Wolters book, Water Dog is for water training I would suggest that both

be read if you plan on having a good hunting dog. Both present very good points and training



techniqes. However, the best way to train your dog is by combining the two's techniqes together.

This book is sometimes a little disturbing to those dog enthusiasts who insist on having constant

control over their dogs. You know the type...the guys who are constantly tootling on a whistle to get

their dogs to quarter 25 yards away from them. Those are the same guys who strap a shock collar

on their dogs before they even let them out of the kennel. Mike's training methods are difficult for

those fellows to understand. For them, a perfect day is to flush and kill every bird that they see. After

all, with their insistence on total control, they may only see three or four birds in a day.Mike sees it in

a totally different way. For him, the perfect day is to flush 40 or 50 birds, pass up shots on a dozen

or more, and put two or three in the bag. He will often let his dogs range as far as 300 or 400 yards

away, and yes, he gets plenty of shooting. He loves dogs and he loves nature. He would much

rather form a team with his dog so that the two of them work in concert with one another, with rarely

a word spoken or a whistle blown...and certainly not a knock-down, drag-out battle with the handler

screaming at the dog and jolting the hell out of an unwilling dog with a shock collar. Not that Mike

lets his dogs run wild. Far from it. His obedience techniques are without peer.If it sounds like fun to

you to spend a lot of time with your best friend--your dog--and do it in peace and quiet, then this is

the book for you. Just be willing to open your mind and try Mike's revolutionary training techniques.

It's a lot of fun.

I've been doing a lot of research on different breeds in an effort to determine one that would best

suit my needs. To accomplish this I had amassed a large library of training books and videos among

which was Mike Gould's book The Labrador Shooting Dog. I had thought I was purchasing another

book on dog training when I acquired the book and it therefore sat on the shelf for reference for a

period of time until I met a dog named Annie and her friend and hunting companion Rob. Annie

worked hard for three days in some of the nastiest winter weather that December in North Dakota

offered and in silence and in cooperation with Rob rewarded this tag along with some impressive

dog work. It was Annie and Rob who enticed me to read this book and I owe them a debt of

gratitude for doing so. This book is so much more than training and is a must read for anyone who

values the true experience of man and dog working together in the enviroment that we have been

blessed with and too often take for granted. If you are interested only in a quick route to a

mechanical or robotic performance from your dog do not buy this book. If you love your companion

or wish to develop a relationship that will reward you for a lifetime this book is a must read if not for

yourself then certainly for your dog whichever breed it may be.



This is a very good book for training your Lab for any hunting situation. One thing you might want to

remember is that not every situation might apply to your needs. Another good book is Tritronics

Retriever Training even though it is no longer in print. I used Water Dog on my first Lab 15 years

ago and found some good tips but also developed problems with Richard Wohlers techniques. The

fact that Mike Gould wants to let your pup have a free reign is to instill the necessary drive. Basic

obedience should still start when you bring your puppy home at 8 weeks. I've talked with several top

East Coast Hunt Test Trainers and none of them will take a pup for retriever training till 6 months

old. I wish this book had been around when I got my first Lab, so I could have spent more time

enjoying hunting with him and less time yelling at the top of my lungs.....

Mike's books are amazing. This book in particular is great. I dont enjoy reading as a past time and

was given the book by Mike when we took our dog, Wyatt, to get trained by him. While Wyatt was

with Mike I read the book to get an understanding of what Mike would be doing to train Wyatt. When

I started reading the book I had the same old attitute...this is going to be boring because it's a

training book. Boy was I way off. This book is amazing. Mike is wonderful storyteller that captivates

you into wanting to read more and more and more. This book and all of Mikes books would be an

asset to your collection. We have shared this book with many and all have been very impressed.

Mike takes you into understanding your dog, the land, basically your life and makes you want to be

a better person as he has learned to be from the dogs. In over 30 years in working with dogs Mike

has not lost his passion. He is truely an inspiration. Keep up the great work Mike.
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